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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the following we investigate aperiodic electromagnetic waves, 
generated by a time-harmonic electric current distribution, in an infinite 
cylinder Q = Q’ x ( - co, cc ), where Q’ denotes an arbitrary (not necessarily 
simply connected) bounded domain in the x,x* plane with smooth boun- 
dary 8Q’. We assume that Sz is tilled with a homogeneous, nonconducting 
medium (E = p = 1, 0 = 0) and that the boundary XJ of Q is a perfect reflec- 
tor. We consider the initial and boundary value problem 
Vx E= -d,H, VxH=i3,E+Jep”” in Qx(0, co), 
nxE=O on aa, (1.1) 
Et.7 0) = E,(x), W, 0) = H,(x), 
with given frequency w > 0 and prescribed time-independent fields E,, H,, 
and J, which are assumed to vanish outside a sufficiently large cylinder 
Q’ x (--a, a). It can be shown by the methods, developed in [S] and [6] in 
connection with the corresponding initial and boundary value problem for 
exterior domains, that (1.1) has a uniquely determined classical solution, 
provided that E,, Ho, J, and aQ are sufficiently smooth and certain com- 
patibility conditions are satisfied. Our main interest is the asymptotic 
behavior of E(x, t) and H(x, I) as I + co. 
A remarkable feature of the configuration, described above, is the 
occurrence of resonances. Set 
w9 I21 I-I< 
cl p := supr { 1 E(x, t)l : x’ = (X,) x2) E Q’, xj = p, t > O}, 
/?, := supr { 1 H(x, t)l : x’ = (x,, x*) E Q’, x3 = p, t > 0). 
(1.2) 
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As we shall show, there exists a countable set S= {o,, a,,...} of resonance 
frequencies with w, + co such that 
and 
c1, < Co and /?p<cc if w$S (1.3) 
Lx, = cc and P,= az if w E S; (1.4) 
(1.3) holds for every p >0 and arbitrary data E,, H,, J; (1.4) holds for 
every p > 0, arbitrary initial data E,, H, and suitably chosen current dis- 
tributions J. The relations (1.3) and (1.4) show that the global behavior of 
E and H is quite different in the cases w E S and o $ S. The characterization 
of the set S of resonance frequencies and a precise description of the 
asymptotics of E and H will be given below. 
The occurrence of resonances is familiar in bounded domains. It is a 
classical result by Weyl [lo] that the boundary value problem 
VxE-ioH=O, VxH+ioE=O in Sz, 
nxE=O on aQ 
(1.5) 
for a bounded domain 52 with smooth boundary has a countable set of 
positive eigenvalues w,, c+,.... It can be easily deduced from the 
corresponding eigenfunction expansion that the solution (E, H) of (1.1) is 
bounded as t + co for w # o, (n = 1,2,...,) and that 
(E(x, t), H(x, t))= -tepi’“‘P,(J,O)+O(l) as t-+cc (1.6) 
for w=w,,, where P, denotes the orthogonal projection of the Hilbert 
space L,(Q)‘j onto the eigenspace of o,, (cf. the remarks in [8, Sect. 51 on 
resonances related to isolated eigenvalues). Hence, in the case of a bounded 
domain, we obtain resonances of order t at the eigenfrequencies o,, of the 
interior boundary value problem (1.5). 
The situation is quite different if 52 is the complement of a bounded 
domain. In this case the solution (E, H) of (1 .I) is bounded as t + co for 
every positive frequency, provided that EO, H,, and J vanish outside a suf- 
ficiently large sphere. If we assume in addition that E,, H,, and J vanish 
on %2 and that 
V.H,=O and V.E,=&V..J in Q, (1.7) 1w 
then the principle of limiting amplitude holds: 
(E(x, t), H(x, t))=e-iW’(Em(x), H”(x)) + o(l) , as t + co (1.8) 
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uniformly in every compact subset of 52, where (I?‘, IF,) is the uniquely 
determined solution of the exterior boundary value problem 
VxE’“-ioH”‘=O, V x H’“+iwE’“= J in Q, 
(1.9) 
nxE’“=O on X?, 
subject to Sommerfeld’s radiation condition 
(1.10) 
If (1.7) is not satisfied or E,, H,, J do not vanish on LX2, then a certain 
static field has to be added to the right-hand side of (1.8). A detailed treat- 
ment of the asymptotic properties of the solution of ( 1.1) in exterior 
domains, including a proof of the above statements, will appear in a 
separate paper. In the case of the scalar wave equation, the principle of 
limiting amphtude for exterior domains has been obtained by Eidus [ 1 ] 
and Morawetz [3]. 
It has been shown only recently that also configurations with infinite 
boundaries (“waveguides”) may be capable of resonances. As a first exam- 
ple, the propagation of electromagnetic waves in the parallel plane 
waveguide Q = R* x (0, 1) has been discussed in [S]. It turned out that 
resonances of order In t occur at the frequencies o,, = m (n = 1, 2,...). These 
frequencies are distinguished by the fact that they admit nontrivial 
solutions (I!?“‘), H(“‘) ) of the homogeneous boundary value problem (IS), 
which depend only on the transversal variable x~. These solutions are given 
by 
E”“‘( x; c, , c2) = (c,, c2, 0) sin w.Y~, 
H”“‘(u;c,,c2)=1VxE”“‘=(ic*.-ic,:O)coswx,. 
(1.11) 
IW 
with w = m and arbitrary complex numbers cI, c2. Setting 
E”(x, t; c,, c2) = e ‘n’l’E’n”yx; c, , c,), 
H”(x, t; c,, c2) = e ‘rr”rH(rr’i)(x; c,, c2), 
we obtain “standing waves” satisfying 
(1.12) 
VX E= -d,H, VxH=ii,E in Qx(0, co), 
nxE=O on %I. 
(1.13) 
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The asymptotic behavior of the solution (E, H) of (1.1) at the frequency 
o,, = rcn is closely related to the standing waves (1.12) as the estimate 
E(x, t) = In t. E”(x, t; c,, c2) + 0( 1 ), 
H(x,t)=lnt.H”(x,t;c,,e,)+0(1) as t-+cc 
(1.14) 
with 
c,=i!! I 2.Q e, . J(y) sin rrny, dr (.i= 1, 2) (1.15) 
shows (e, :=jth unit vector). In particular, the polarization properties of 
the standing waves (1.1 1 ), (1.12) hold also for the leading term of the 
asymptotic expansion (1.14): The horizontal components of E and H are 
subject to a logarithmic resonance, while the vertical components e3. E and 
e3. H are bounded as t + co. This leads to an interesting asymptotic 
polarization effect. If w # 7~11 and (1.7) holds, then the principle of limiting 
amplitude (1.18) is valid, where (E,, H,,) is a suitable solution of (1.9). 
The considerations in [S], pertaining to the propagation of elec- 
tromagnetic waves in R2 x (0, l), suggest that we direct our attention to 
standing waves in Q = Q’ x (-co, co) which depend only on the transver- 
sal variables x’ = (x, , x2). The following two types of standing waves are 
well known (cf. [2], section 5.2): Let A,, A2 ,... and p,, p2 ,... be the eigen- 
values of the boundary value problems 
A’V+AV=O in Q’, 
v=o on dSZ’ 
(1.16) 
(with A’ := @ + 8:) and 
A’W+pW=O in CC?‘, 
(1.17) 
on XY, 
respectively, ordered increasingly: 0 < 2, < 2, < . , and 0 = p, < p2 < . . 
Furthermore, let VP, ,..., VP,+ and W,, ,..., Wy,,, be a real-valued orthonor- 
ma1 basis of the eigenspace of 1, and pq, respectively. Set 
E$j := V,,e,, HJ:‘:=(l/i&)V+‘,,k (p= 1, 2 ,... ;k= l,..., m,,) (1.18) 
and 
E$):=(l/j;;;)v’cr/,,, H$! := -iW,,e,(q=2, 3 ,...; k= l,..., nq) (1.19) 
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with 
V’ :=(d2,-d,,O)=e,d,-e,d,. 
Since n3 = 0 on cYQ, we have 
nxE:2,‘=(li~)(n,,n2,0)x(d2W~,,-d, W,,,O) 
(1.20) 
=(l/&)(-n,a, Wyk-n2d2W,,)ej= -(I!J&)$u’,,Ujzo 
on ?XI. Thus it follows from ( 1.16) and ( 1.17) that (E$‘, H$)) is a solution 
of (1.5 for w=&(p= I,2 ,...,) 
,’ 
and (E$‘, Hz)) is a solution of (1.5) for 
w = pLy (q = 2, 3,...,). Hence the homogeneous boundary value problem 
(1.13), for Q = Q’ x ( - a, a)), admits the time-harmonic solutions 
(EA,, HA,) = eC’+%‘( V,,e,, (l/i&) V’V,,) (1.21) 
(p = l., 2 ,...; k = l,..., m,,) and 
(E:,, H:,) = e- ‘g’z’(( l/&)V’ Wyk, - iW,,e,) (1.22) 
(q = 2, 3,...; k = l,..., ny). By making use of the standing waves (1.21) and 
(1.22), the asymptotic behavior of the solution (E, H) of (1.1) in the cylin- 
der 0 = Q’ x ( - co, a) can be described as follows: 
ELk, H;,)(.Y, t)+O(l) (1.23) 
&=I 
as r-+co if o = fi and w # ,/& (,j= 1, 2,...); 
(E, H)(x, t) = Ci&( E$, H:&)(X, [)+0(f) (1.24) 
k=l 
as t-cc if CO= & and w # fi, (,j = 1, 2 ,... ); 
+?I c:,(E:,, H&)(X, t) + O(1) 
k=l 1 (1.25) 
as t+cX) if a=&=&; 
(Et JMx, f) = W 1) as t+co (1.26) 
if o#fi(.j= 1, 2 ,...) and o#fi (j= 1, 2 ,... ). 
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The coefficients cik in (1.23))( 1.25) are given by 
(J .- 
Ik .- j 
J(y) . Ejkr)( y’) dy, (1.27) 
R 
where E$ ) and E$) are defined by ( 1.18) and ( 1.19). The estimates 
(1.23))(1.26) hold uniformly in every bounded subset of 6. In particular, 
the set S of resonance frequencies, introduced in (1.3) and ( 1.4), coincides 
with 
The case 2, = Pi, leading to the estimate (1.25) can occur, as the example 
of a rectangular cross-section Q’ shows, for which one has I, = ,u,+ , for 
j = 1, 2,.... 
The resonance terms in (1.23) and (1.24) are closely related to the 
standing waves (1.21) and (1.22). In particular, E(x, t) and H(x, t) are sub- 
ject to an asymptotic polarization, which is determined by the polarization 
properties of the corresponding standing waves: If w2 is an eigenvalue of 
( 1.16), but not of (1.17), then E becomes longitudinal and H transversal as 
t -+ co. On the other hand, if u2 is an eigenvalue of (1.17) but not of 
(1.16), then the roles are changed, and E becomes transversal and H 
longitudinal as t + cc. 
One of the main aims of this paper is the proof of the estimates 
(1.23))( 1.26). In addition, we shall refine these estimates by showing that 
the terms of order 0( 1) consist of a periodic part CJ i’“‘(EL“, H’“), where 
(E”‘, IP) is a solution of the boundary value problem (1.9), and of a (time- 
independent) static part. By eliminating H and E, respectively, problem 
( 1.1) can be reduced to each of the initial and boundary value problems 
dfE-AE=Fe I”” in Qx(O,co), 
nxE=O, V.E=O on dQ, 
E(x, 0) = E,(-Y), c?,E(x, 0) = E,(x) 
(1.29) 
and 
dfH- AH= Ge-““’ in 52 x (0, cc), 
nx(Vx H)=O, n.H=O on cK?, 
H(x, 0) = H,(x), drH(x, 0) = H,(x) 
(1.30) 
with F= ioJ- (l/iw) V(V. J) and G = V x J. Sections 2 and 3 are devoted 
to the investigation of the asymptotic behavior of the solutions E and H of 
(1.29) and (1.30) as t + r;). 
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Our analysis uses the functional calculus for the self-adjoint extensions A 
and A’ of the vector Laplacian -A with respect to the boundary con- 
ditions in (1.29) and (1.30), respectively. The main step is the calculation of 
the resolvents R,F= (A - 2))’ F and RIG = (A’ - z)) ’ G, which will be 
accomplished by a separation technique, related to the classical “modal 
expansion” (cf. [2, Sect. 5.21) and by a discussion of the Cauchy-Riemann 
operator in Sz’. By taking the limit Im z -+ 0, we obtain the spectral families 
of A and A’. The further analysis, in particular the investigation of the 
asymptotic behavior of the spectral integrals as t -+ co, proceeds as in the 
scalar case [9]. In the concluding section, the asymptotic results for 
problems (1.29) and (1.30) are applied to the discussion of the behavior of 
the solution (E, H) of (1.1) as t -+ co. 
2. ELECTRIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
In this section we study the initial and boundary value problem (1.29) in 
the infinite cylinder Q’ x (-co, co). We make the following assumptions on 
the data: 
E,, E,, FEP(Q) :=P@)‘, antECr-; 
nxAkE,=nxAkE,=nxAkF=o 
and 
V.A~E~=V.A~E,=V.A~F=O on dQ for k = 0, l,...; 
E,(x) = E,(x) = F(x) = 0 for 1.x3( >a. (2.1) 
These assumptions imply that (1.29) has a uniquely determined solution 
E(x, t), belonging to C”(Qx [0, co)). It is possible to relax the 
assumptions (2.1) in several ways if only finite or weak differentiability 
properties of the solutions are required. Note that (2.1) is satisfied if E,, 
E,, FE C,“(Q) and 852’ E C”. We start with some remarks on existence and 
uniqueness. 
The solution E(x, t) of (1.29) can be obtained by spectral-theoretical 
methods. Set 
s := {EE C’(sz): nxE=O and V.E=O on X?; 
E, d,E, a,&E=qr-*) for i, k= 1, 2, 3 as r= 1x1 + CD}, 
V := (EE H,(Q): There exists a sequence (Ek} in S 
such that )I E- E, II, + 0 ), 
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D(A) := (EEV: BEE L*(0) and (dE, P) = (E, dP) 
for every PCS}, 
AE := -AE if EED(A), 
where the Laplacian A = i3: + 8: + 8: is used in the sense of distributions. It 
follows from [S, Sects. 3-61 that A is positive and self-adjoint in the 
Hilbert sate L,(Q). Note that the coerciveness considerations in [S, 
Sect. 51 can be extended to the cylindrical domain 52 = Q’ x ( -co, co), 
since the differential-geometric quantities do not depend on xj. In par- 
ticular, one can choose an CI’ > 0 such that formula (5.20) in [S] holds for 
every x E &2 and every G E S. Furthermore, the last part of the argument in 
[S, Sect. 51 uses only that heC’(d) and b= n on I% and that b and the 
first derivatives of b are bounded in 0. 
Let (Pj,} be the (left continuous) spectral family of A. The functional 
calculus for unbounded self-adjoint operators implies that a solution 
E(x, t) of (1.29) is given by 
E(., t)=jI COS~C~(P~~E~)+~~ (sin&t/&)d(PiEt) 
0 0 
+ jm $(A l)4P,F) 
0 
(2.2) 
with 
I & (em”“‘+ (ifa/&) sin $ t - cos & t) for 1#w2, $(/I, t) := , 1_ 2co ( & -- Ito, 1 --sinot > for A=o’. w 
(2.3) 
The regularity considerations in [6] are of local nature and remain valid 
for domains with unbounded, sufficiently smooth boundary. In particular, 
it follows from [6] and (2.1) that the field E, defined by (2.2) and (2.3) 
belongs to Cm(Q x [0, co)). 
Uniqueness can be obtained by the following variation of a well-known 
elementary argument for the scalar wave equation (see, e.g., [4, Sect. 1791): 
Consider a point (x0, to) in space-time with x0 E Q and to > 0. Assume that 
O<t, <to and set 
B:={(x,t)E[W4:XEa,o<t<t,, lx-xx,I<to-f}. 
Let N= (N, , N2, NJ, N4) be the normal unit vector on 8B, pointing into 
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the exterior of t3. Suppose that E is a solution of (1.29) with E, = E, = 
F= 0. Obviously, it suffices to consider the case that E is real. Since a;?,? = 
AE = V(V . E) - V x (V x E), we have 
By integrating this identity over B and applying the integral theorem of 
Gauss in four dimensions, we obtain 
s C(N,,N,,N,).((VxE)xa,E-(V.E)a,E) l?B 
++N,(l&E12+ IVxEI'+ IV.El')] dS=O. (2.4) 
The boundary aB of B consists of the parts 
s1 := {tx, t)EakXEaS2), s, := {(x, t)EaB: t=O}, 
s, := {(x, t)EaB: t-t,}, s, :=as-s,-s,-s,. 
We have N,=O and hence (N,, N,, N3) =n on S,, so that S, does not 
contribute to the integral in (2.4), since n x E = 0 and V. E = 0 on XL? Also 
S, gives no contribution, since E(x, 0) = a,E(x, 0) = 0. Note that 
N,=N,=N,=O and N,=l on S,. S, is part of the cone lx-x01*= 
(t - td2, so that Nf + Ns + N: = Ni and N, > 0 on S,. In particular, 
a := (N,, N,, N3)/N4 is a unit vector in R3. The contribution of S, to (2.4) 
is 
N,[2a.((VxE)xa,E-(V.E)a,E) 
=+I N,[2a,E.(ax(VxE)-aV.E) 
.% 
+ lZJ,E12+ IVxEI’+ IV.E12] dS 
=+I N4[lalE+ax (Vx E)-aV.E12 
s‘l 
+IVxEI’-Iax(VxE)12]dS>0. 
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Thus (2.4) implies 
s (~a,E~*+~VXE~2+~V~E~*)dS=0, S3 
and hence a, E = 0 on S3. Since t, is an arbitrary number with 0 < t, < to, 
we obtain d,E=O in 
Since E(x, 0) = 0, we conclude that E = 0 in C and hence E(x,, to) = 0, by 
the continuity of E. This completes the uniqueness argument. 
The discussion of the asymptotics of E as t + cc will be based on the 
representation (2.2) (2.3). By using Stone’s formula 
=-!-limj”(R,,,,G,-R, ,rG,,G,)d~ 
7cirlO 1 (2.5) 
for G,, G, E L,(Q), we shall deduce the necessary information on the spec- 
tral family {Pi} from the investigation of the resolvent R, = (A - z) ’ of A. 
Suppose that 8Q’ and F satisfy the assumptions (2.1). Set 
EI := R,F (2.6) 
for z E @ - [0, co). E, is a solution of the boundary value problem 
-AE, -zE;= F in Q, 
nxE,=O, V.E,=O on 852. 
(2.7) 
The regularity theory developed in [6] shows that Ez belongs to 
D(A) n CE(fi). Since n x E, = 0 on JQ, the longitudinal component ET, = 
e3. E, vanishes on %I, so that U,:= E,, is a solution of the scalar Dirichlet 
problem 
-AU;-zU,=f in Q, 
u,=o on &? 
(2.8) 
with f := F, =e3. F. Let A’ be the self-adjoint extension of the scalar 
Laplacian -A with respect to the Dirichlet condition: 
D(A’) := { UE ti,(Q): AUEL,(Q)}, 
A’U := -AU 
(2.9) 
if UED(A,). 
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Since E;,EH,(Q)~ P(i?), AE,,EL.,(Q) and E,,=O on 852, we have 
Ez, ED(A,). Furthermore, since AkF, =0 on 8Q for k = 0, l,..., by (2.1) 
f:= F3 satisfies the assumptions required in [9, Sect. 21. Thus it follows 
from [9, Sect. 23 that 
with 
Kj(Z)’ = Z -A.,, Im Kj(Z) > 0 for zEC)- [n,, co), (2.11) 
where V,, ,..., V,, denotes as in Section 1 a real-valued orthonormal basis of 
the eigenspace of the eigenvalue A, of (1.16). Note that the fields 
(l:&)v’vjk (j= 1, 2 ,...; k = l,..., m,) (2.12) 
(with V’ :=erar + e,a,) form an orthonormal system in the Hilbert space 
L,(Q) x L,(Q), since 
s V’ VJk ’ V’ V,,s dx’ = - s lflk A’ Vr,y dx’ = 2, R’ R’ s V,k I’,, dx’. R’ 
Set 
Ef_ := Ez3e3 = (e3. E,) e3, (2.13) 
Ek:=E;-Ef_=(e, . E,) el + (e2. -5) e2, (2.14) 
and 
with 
Ez(., ~3) I= f 2 (l/A) ajk(x3) v’ V/k 
;=I &=I 
(2.15) 
a,k(Xx) :=(1/&j s,, EI(y’, x3)‘v’V,,(f) +‘. (2.16) 
Ef(., xj) is the orthogonal projection of Ei(., x3) onto the closed linear sub- 
space of L2(L2’) x L,(Q’) spanned by the orthonormal system (2.12). Since 
EL(., xx) is orthogonal to the system (2.12), we obtain by (2.14) 
+(x3) = (l/A) i,, E,(Y’, X,)‘v’v,(Y’) alv’ 
= -(‘i&j!” V,,(Y’)V’.E,(y’,x,)dy’, (2.17) 0’ 
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and hence by (2.7) 
d2 
a Qjk(X3) 
3 
= - (l&l jQ, V,(Y’) V’ . WAY’, ~3) dy’ 
= UIJ;il) s,,vj/c(Y’)V’. [(a: +a$ +Z) E,(Y’, ~3) + F(Y’, ~311 dy’ 
= -q&3) + W,hj s,, V,(Y’) V  . F(Y’> ~3) &’
+ Cl/&j jQ, f’jdy’) f(V’. E,(Y’, -4)W. 
Since V. Ez = 0 and E;, = 0 on XJ by (2.7), we have V’ . Ez = 
V. Ez-- 8,Ez, =0 on X?. Furthermore, recall that V, = 0 on XY and 
A’P’,, = -AjVjk. Hence Green’s formula, together with (2.17), implies 
(l/&) s,, Vjk( y’) d’(V’ . E;( y’, x3)) dy’ = Ajalk(x3). 
Thus ujk is a solution of the differential equation 
(~+z-~j)Up(x3)=(l/vTj,i, ‘/k(Y’)V’.‘(Y’,X,)dY’. (2.18) 
Note that the right-hand side vanishes for 1 x3 / > a by (2.1). Since 
Ez E L2(Q) n Cm(D), we have 
I I Ez(x)12 dx < cc R 
(cf. [7, Lemma 2.21 with regard to the distribution-theoretical approach to 
L*(R)). Therefore there exist sequences {Ye> and {s, j with rn + cc and 
s, + -cc such that 
s I WY’, r,)l 2 dy’ -+ 0, s I EzW, s,)12 W + 0, R’ R’ 
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and hence, by (2.16), uik(rn) -+ 0, uik(s,,) -+ 0 as n + co. The only solution of 
(2.18) with this property is 
u,,(x,)= -;cl!&-J &(-)la - Cl 
J a 
X 
D 
V,,(Y') V' . QY', 5) dy' 
1 
&. (2.19) 
R’ 
This completes the computation of the coefficients uJk(x3) of the series 
(2.15). It follows from (2.1) that f:=V’.F=V.F-a,F, satisfies the 
assumptions of [9, Sect. 2). In particular, we have dkf=O on %2 for every 
k = 0, l,.... Hence the discussion of the convergence properties in [9, 
Sect. 21 can be applied to the series (2.15). This implies that the field E$ 
defined by (2.15) and (2.19) belongs to Ccc(Q) n Hk(Q) for every positive 
integer k and that the derivatives of ES can be obtained by differentiating 
(2.15) term by term. Here and in the following we identify two-dimensional 
vectors (a,, a,) with the three-dimensional vectors (a,, u2, 0) without com- 
ment. By (2.15) we have 
V-L.EI:=a,Ef,-a,ES,=O. 
Now consider the fields 
(2.20) 
~i/,/TTjiv~wik=(i/~~~a2 W,k3-al w,k) (j= 2, 3 ,...; k = l,..., n,), 
(2.21) 
where W,, ,..., W,, denotes as in Section 1 a real-valued orthonormal basis 
of the eigenspace of the eigenvalue pJ of ( 1.17). It follows as above by 
Green’s formula that (2.21) is an orthonormal system in the Hilbert space 
&(Q’) x L,(U). Furthermore, we have 
I V’vik.VLWr,sdx’= (a, v,k’i?zW,.,-aIv,& w,,)dX’ R’ s R’ 
E I v,,(a,a,-a,a,) w,,di=o, 0’ 
so that the systems (2.12) and (2.21) are mutually orthogonal. Set 
E;:=E,-Ej-E;=E;-E; (2.22) 
and 
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h,,(x,) := u/&J i,, EZ(Y’, x3v-w’) w. (2.24) 
El(., x3) is the orthogonal projection of Ez(., x3) onto the closed linear sub- 
space of L2(Q’) x L,(U) spanned by the orthonormal system (2.21). 
EI(., x3) is orthogonal to V’W, by (2.15), since the systems (2.12) and 
(2.21) are mutually orthogonal. Furthermore, Ei(., x3) and V’ Wik are 
obviously orthogonal. Thus (2.22) and (2.24) imply 
b,(x,)= WJ1,) j,, U.Y’? X3).VLW,k(Y’) 4’. 
Since n x E, = 0 on aQ, we have n, Ez, - n, E;, = 0 on LK2. Hence Green’s 
formula yields 
h,k(X3) = - (l/&j j‘,, W,,(Y’) V’ EAy’, ~3) 4’. (2.25) 
By using (2.7), we obtain 
= -(li&,j W,,(y’)V’.a:E,(y’,x,)dy’ R’ 
= (l/Jii) 6, W,,(Y’) VI. [(a: + 2: + z) E,(y’, x3) + F(y’, q)] dy’ 
= -Zbjk(X3) + (l/J&) S,, W,(.Y’) V’ ’ F(.Y’, ~3) dy’ 
+ (l/&l j W,, (Y') d'(V1. E;(.Y', ~3)) dy'. 0' 
Note that 
$=E,=O on ~352. (2.26) 
In fact, since nxE,=nxF=O and iY,E,+~,E,=V~E-d,E,=O on &2 
by (2.1) and (2.7) it follows from (2.7) that 
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=n,(a,a,EI,-a:E;,)+n2(a:EZ,-a2a,E,,) 
=n,[a,a,Ez, +(a:+a:+d E=,+F,I 
--n,[a,a,E=,+ca:+a:+2)E,,+F,1 
=(a:+z)(n,E;,-n,E;,)+n,F,-n,F, 
+(n,a,-n,a,)(a,~,,+a,~,~)=o 
on dQ. Here we use that a, and n, a, - n2al are tangential derivatives on 
X?. Since (a/an) W, = 0 on %2 and A’ W,, = -p, W,, , Green’s formula, 
together with (2.25) and (2.26), implies 
(l/J&) S Wjk(V’) A’(V’ ’ E=(.Y’, X3)) dY’ =P,hjk(Xi). R’ 
Thus h, is a solution of the differential equation 
(d2idx:+z-~j)b,~(x~)=(1!~)1 W,,(y’)V’.F(y’,.u,)d~~‘. (2.27) 
R’ 
Since E, E L2(R) n C”(D), it follows as above that 
b,,(x,)= -f (l/j;l,-& e”“‘;“‘~ C’ 
I u 
X W,,(y’) VI .QY’, x3) & 1 & (2.28) 
with 
Pj(z)2=z-Pj, Im P,(zPO for z E C - [p,, s). (2.29) 
As in the verification of (2.26), we obtain 
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onaSZ,sincenxF=nxAF=Oanda,F,+a,F,=V.F-a,F,=Oby(2.1). 
Replacing F by AkF in this calculation, we conclude that f := Vi . F satisfies 
the assumptions of [9, Sect. 51. In particular, we have (a/an) Akf = 0 on as2 
for every k= 0, l,.... Thus, by applying the convergence considerations in 
[9, Sec. 21 to Neumann’s boundary condition, we conclude that the field 
E:, defined by (2.23) and (2.28), belongs to C%(a)n H“(o) for every 
positive integer k. In particular, (2.23) implies 
V’ . E; = 8, E;, + a2 E& = 0. (2.30) 
Now set 
E;:=EZ-E;-E;-E;. (2.31) 
We have by (2.22) 
E;=E;+E;. (2.32) 
Recall that Ez(., x3) is the orthogonal projection of E:(., x3) onto the sub- 
space spanned by the orthonormal system (2.21). Thus (2.32) implies 
E;( y’, X3) ’ VI wjk( y’) dy’ = 0 (j= 2, 3 ,...; k = l,..., nj). (2.33) 
Note that 
nxV’Vik=O and n~V~w,,=o on asz. (2.34) 
The first identity follows from the fact that Vlk is constant on aR’, so that 
V’V,, has the direction of the normal vector on XL The second identity has 
been verified after (1.20). By (2.15) (2.23) and (2.34) we have n x EI= 
n x Ez = 0 on 852. Since also n x E, and n x Ef vanish on 852, we obtain by 
(2.3 1) 
nxEt=O on da, (2.35) 
and hence n, E4, - n, Et, = 0 on an. Thus Green’s formula, applied to 
(2.33), yields 
J Wjk( y’) V’ . E;( y’, xx) dy’ = 0 (j= 2, 3 ,...; k = l,..., n,). (2.36) R’ 
Since the orthonormal system II’,, (j= 1, 2,...; k = l,..., nj) is complete in 
&(Q’) and since n, = 1 and WI, = II 0’ 11 -‘I2 (I( Q’ II := area of Q’), we can 
find for every xX a number c(x3) such that 
V’ E:( y’, xx) = c(x3) for every y’ E R’. 
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Note that c(x3) = 0, since 
c(xdll Q’ II = IQ, VI. EAY’, x3) dY’ 
= 
i [n,E:,(., x3) - n,E;,(., x3)] ds = 0 SQ 
by (2.35). Thus we obtain 
(2.37) 
Now consider the decomposition ES = ES + EI, introduced in (2.22). Since 
Ez(., x3) is the orthogonal projection of EI,(., xj) onto the subspace spanned 
by the orthonormal system (2.12), we have 
= -j V,(y’)V’.E;(y’,x,)dy’=O 
R’ 
(j= 1, 2,...; k = I,..., mp). Thus the completeness of the orthonormal system 
V, implies V’ ’ Eg = 0 and hence, by (2.30) and (2.32) 
(2.38) 
Note that the x,-components of the fields EJ = E, - Ei, Ef and E: vanish 
by (2.14) (2.15) and (2.23) so that 
E;,=O (2.39) 
by (2.31). Set, for fixed x3, 
A := (E4,C.s x,1, E:,(., xx)). (2.40) 
The relations (2.35) (2.37), and (2.38) imply that A is a solution of the 
following boundary value problem for the Cauchy-Riemann equations: 
a,A,+a,A,=o, a2A,-a,A,=o in Q’, 
fl,A,-n,A,=O on aw. 
(2.41) 
Now we assume that the cross section Sz’ of G? is (n + 1)-times connected. 
More precisely, we assume that Q’ = D, - B, - . . ’ - D,,, where D, ,..., D,, 
4,,Y’I?I I-16 
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are simply connected, bounded domains in the x1x2 plane with C” boun- 
daries Co,..., C, satisfying 
(i) Dj := Dj+ C,c D, for j= l,..., n; 
(ii) Din6,=@ for j#k(j,k=l,..., n). 
It is easy to see that the solutions of the interior boundary value problem 
(2.41) form a linear space N of dimension n. In fact: Consider for j= I,..., n 
the solution ‘pi of the Dirichlet problem 
A’cpj=O in Q’, 
(P,= 1 on C,, (2.42) 
‘pi=0 on C, for k #j (k = 0, l,..., n). 
The fields V’cp, = (a, q,, azcpj) are solutions of (2.41) since qj is constant on 
each of the boundary components Ck so that V’cp, has the same direction as 
the normal vector on &2’. Assume that c,V’cp, + .. . + c,V’cp, = 0 in Q’. 
Then c, cp, + . + c,(p, is constant in 8’. Since cp 1 ,..., qn vanish on C,, we 
have c,cp,(x)+ . ..+c.cp,(x)=O for every XE~‘. Choosing XEC,, we 
obtain cj= 0 for j= l,..., n. Thus the fields V’cp, ..., V’cp,, are linearly 
independent. Now let A be an arbitrary solution of (2.41). Note that 
t = h, -n,) is the tangential unit vector on dQ’. Hence, by the integral 
theorem of Stokes, the conditions 8,A,-8,A,=O in Q’ and 
n, A, - n2 A, = 0 on &2’ imply that the integral 
q(x) := i.’ A r ds, (2.43) 
X” 
for fixed x0 E C, and arbitrary x E a’, does not depend on the choice of the 
path Cc 0’ connecting x, and x. Since A = V’cp by (2.43), we have A’cp = 
V’ . A = 0 in Q’. Furthermore, cp vanishes on C, and is constant on each of 
the curves C, ,..., C,,:cp=~,onC~.Thus$:=cp-c,cp,-...-c,cp,,satislies 
A’l//=OinS2’andII/=Oona52’=C,+C,+...+C,,sothatIC/vanishesin 
Q’ by the maximum principle. This implies cp = c, cp, + . . + c,(p,, and 
hence A = c,V’q, + .. . + c,V’q, in R’. Thus the fields V’cp, ..., V’cp, form a 
basis of N. In particular, if 52’ is simply connected (n = 0, Q’ = D,), then 
(2.41) has only the solution A = 0. 
Let Al,..., A” be an orthonormal system of solutions of (2.41). Since the 
field A, introduced in (2.40) is a solution of (2.41) and since E$ = 0 by 
(2.39), we have 
E;(x) = c cj(x3) A’(x’) (2.44) 
j= 1 
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with 
c,(x,) := 5 -q(y’, Xj).Aj(y’) dy’. (2.45) Q’ 
Note that 
s 
V’W,,.A’dx’=Q, (2.46) 
0’ 
since VI. A’=0 in Q’ and (n,, -n,).A’=O on XT by (2.41). Further- 
more, we have 
s V’ V,, A ‘dx’ = 0, a’ (2.47) 
since V’ A’ = 0 in Q’ and V,k = 0 on aQ’. It follows from (2.15) (2.23), 
(2.46), and (2.47) that the fields A’,..., A” are orthogonal to I?(., xj) and 
E:(., x3). Since the transversal fields A’,..., A” are obviously orthogonal to 
the longitudinal field Ef(., x,), we conclude from (2.3 1) and (2.45) that 
<,(x3) = E;( y’, x3) A’( y’) dy’. (2.48) 
Thus (2.7) implies 
d2 
--c(x,)= - dx: ’ i 
A’(f). [(a: + a:+-, E,(y’, xj)+F(y’, x3)] dy’ 
R’ 
= -ZC,(%) - I A’( y’) . F( y’, xj) dy’ Q’ 
- 
i 
A’( y’) . A’E,( y’, x3) dy’. 
Cl’ 
We shall show that the last integral vanishes. Since A’Ai= 0, we have for 
fixed x3 
A’. A’E,dy’= Ai.; E;- E/-& Al 
> 
ds. (2.49) 
Since A’ is a linear combination of the fields V’cp, ,..., V’cp,, it follows from 
(2.42) that there exists a function $j with 
Ai=V’tjj in Q’, 
A’$, = 0 in Q’, (2.50) 
rji constant on C, (k = 0, l)...) n). 
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Let x=x(s) be a parameter representation of XI’ with respect to the 
arclength s. Since t :=x’(s) = (t,, tz) = ( -n2, n,), we obtain at 
and 
and hence, integrating by parts, 
E- %‘ds= 
_ + an 
-E_,;A!+E;&l< 
_I 
= A&;,-A;;E:, 
By inserting this identity into (2.49), we get 
s A-’ . A’E, dy’ 52’ 
= A i. ;Ez-A&,,+A&‘;, 
= 
j[ i 
Ai* )I ds. a2 
Recall that 8, ET, + i?2EZ, = V- E, - a3 Ez3 = 0 on dR by (2.7). Since in,, nz) 
= (r2, -cl), we obtain 
=n,d,EZ1+n2a2Erl+t,a,E,z+t2a,EL2 
= t,(d,Er2-d2Ez1)+ I~(~~E,~ +d,&)= r,(t3,E;,--2E,,) 
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T+$L 
=nl~lE~2+n2a2E~2-tlalE,,-t2a2E~, 
= -t,(a,E=, +a,~;,)+ tz(a,~=,-a,E;,) 
= t,(J,E, - az&,), 
and hence by (2.41) 
s A’.A’E;dy’=j (a,EZz-&E;,)(A.;t, +Ajt,)ds 
R’ PR’ 
=I (a,E;,-a,Ez,)(n,A:-n,A:)ds=O. SR’ 
Thus c/(xX) is a solution of the differential equation 
I A’( y’) . F( y’, x3) dy’. R’ (2.51) 
Since E, E L2(Q) A Cm(Q), it follows as above (cf. (2.19)) that 
1 
cj(x3)==- i‘ 
u 
2Plb) -0 
eipI(=)l.r3 ~ il F( y’, (,). A ‘( y’) dy’ I d<, (2.52) 
where pi(z) is given by (2.29) with ,u, =O. 
The desired representation for 
E,:=R,F=E;+Et+E;+E; (2.53) 
is contained in formulas (2.10), (2.15), (2.19), (2.23), (2.28), (2.44), and 
(2.52). By applying Green’s formula to the inner integrals in (2.19) and 
(2.28), we obtain 
LEMMA 2.1. Assume that aQ’ and F have the properties (2.1) and that the 
cross section Q’ of the cylinder Q is (n + I)-times connected. Let 
R, = (A -z) ~ ’ be the resolvent of the self-adjoint operator A, introduced in 
the beginning of this section. Then EZ := RzF, for z E C - [0, oo), is given by 
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where A,, A2 ,... and p, = 0, pL2 ,... are the eigenvalues of the Dirichlet and the 
Neumann problem for the cross section 52’; V,, ,.,., V,m, and W,, ,..., W ,,,,, 
respectively, is an orthonormal basis qf the eigenspace qf i,, and ,u,, respec- 
tively; A’,..., A” is an orthonormal system of‘ solutions qf the houndar)l value 
problem (2.41) ,for the Cauchy-Riemann equations, and K,(Z) and p,(z) are 
defined by (2.11) and (2.29). 
The further analysis proceeds as in [9]. As already mentioned, the 
expansion in Lemma 2.1 has the same convergence properties as the series 
for U= in [9, Sect. 21 (see formula (2.10) in [9]). In particular, E, has con- 
tinuous extensions E,, i. and E, ,(, onto [w - S, with S, = {A,, i, ,..., } u 
{p, , p2,..., } from above and from below and the limit relations 
Eo+,r(x) + En+i0(4 as tJ0 (2.54) 
hold uniformly in 0 x K for every compact subset K of R-S,. Further- 
more, we have 
and 
E,(x)=O(Iz-/1,/ ‘j2) as z--tj., (2.55) 
E,(x)=O(Iz-p,/ I”) as z--+p, (2.56) 
uniformly in 0. These properties enable us to calculate the spectral family 
(P,} of A with the help of Stone’s formula (2.5) as in [9, Sect. 21. We 
obtain under the assumptions (2.1) on XY and F 
( > & (pj.F)(x) 
=- 
in ,z, kz, Vjk(X’) e3 j”, CCOS(~ I X3 - 5 I )/a) 
X Ft., t). e3 vjkdY’ 1 & 
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X F(., <).v’v,dy d5 1 
X 
D 
Ft., &v’w,,dY & 
n’ 1 
+& i Akb’) j” (cos(& IxFl,/~) 
k=l ‘I 
X F(., r).Ak dy’ dr 1 
for A$S,, S, = {A,, 12,...,) u {P,, p2,...,}. 
The last sum vanishes if R’ is simply connected (n = 0). Hence it follows as 
at the end of [9, Sect. 2) that o(A) = [cr, co) with a = min(A,, pz) > 0 if Q’ 
is simply connected and CI = 0 if Q’ is multiply connected. Furthermore, the 
spectrum is purely continuous. 
Formula (2.57) has the same structure as the corresponding formulas in 
the scalar case (cf. formulas (2.38) and (5.5) in [9]). Hence the discussion 
of the asymptotic behavior of the solution of the initial and boundary value 
problem for the scalar wave equation in [9, Sects. 3 and 41 can be 
immediately extended to the vector case, considered here. If $2’ is not 
simply connected (n 3 l), then also the singularity of (d/djb)(Pj,F) at i = 0 
has to be taken into account as in the scalar Neumann case (see 19, 
Sect. 51). By using the estimates, derived in [9, Sects. 3353, we obtain 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume that (2.1) holds and that the cross section R’ of 
the cylinder Q = Q’ x (-co, CO) is (n + I)-times connected. Then the 
asymptotic behavior of the solution E(x, t) of the initial and boundary value 
problem (1.29) with w 10 can he described as follows: 
(a) !f‘o’ does not coincide with an eigenvalue qf (1.16) or (1.17) then 
E(x, t) = E’“(x) ee”“’ + E”(x) + o( 1 ) as t-+a (2.58) 
uniformly in every bounded subset of Q with 
p(x) := f i Ak(x’) ja [A F+ E,) Ak dy 
k=l 
(2.59) 
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X Ft.3 5WV,,d.’ d5 
1 
+f 2 2 v’yk(xf) j”, (eiG’.‘3-5’/p,~~) 
O<p,<d k=l 
X 
D 
F(., t)+‘w,,dy d5 
R’ 1 
X Ft., (!)'exvjkdY' & 1 
X F(., 5) ’ VL WikdY’ 1 d5, (2.60) 
where S, pj, Vjk, W,, and Ak have the same meaning as in Lemma 2.1. 
(b) Zf u2 = A, and o2 #pj for j= 1, 2,..., then 
E(x, t)=fiEi(x, t)+epiw’E~(x)+~(x)+o(l) as t -+ cc (2.61) 
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uniformly in every bounded subset of 0 with 
E;(x, t) := ((1 + i)/2J’G)epi”’ 2 [ v,,,(x’) e3 IQ F(y).e3 V,dy’) 4 
k=l 
(2.62) 
and 
where Fb is defined by 
E;” := E’” + FL, (2.63) 
F;(x):= -i f$ ~~k(x’)e,j”~lx~-il[I,,F(.,5)e,V,kdy’]d: 
k=l 
1 m 
2w2 f VfVp,(xf) j” (2.64) 
k=l 0 
bdl[j 
R’ 
F(., t).v’v,,, dY’] dt; 
and E” and E” are given by (2.59) and (2.60). 
(c) Jfw2=pLy (q>1)andm2#J.jforj=1,2,..., then 
E(x, t)=JfE:(x, t)+epi”“Ey(x) +P(x)+o(l) as t-+c0 (2.65) 
uniformly in every bounded subset of !Z’ with 
E:(x, t):=((l +i)/2w2JG)epi”’ 2 v%&‘) j/(Y)‘v’w,,(Y’)dY 
k=l 
(2.66) 
and 
Ey:=E’“+F$ (2.67) 
where c is defined by 
c(x):= -& 2 v~w,,(,‘,j”~~x~-c~[~~,F(.,c)‘viMi,kdy’]d~. 
k=l 
(2.68) 
(d) Zf w2=Ap=pLy, then 
E(x, t) = fi[Ej(x, t) + Ez(x, t)] + eC’“‘Ey(x) + k?(x) + o( 1) as t -+ cc 
(2.69) 
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uniformly in every bounded subset of D with 
E;:=E”+F;+F$ (2.70) 
The fields Ei(x, t) and E:(x, l) are time-harmonic solutions of the 
homogeneous boundary value problem 
3fE-dE=O in Qx(0, co), 
(2.71) 
nxE=O, V.E=O on 852 
with frequencies w = & and w = &, respectively, so that also the initial 
and boundary value problem (1.29) demonstrates the close relationship 
between resonances and the existence of standing waves. Case (c) is con- 
nected with asymptotic polarization: The transversal components of E(x, t) 
are subject to resonance of order $, while the longitudinal component is 
bounded as t -+ co. Only the cases (b)---(d) are capable of resonances, so 
that the set S of resonance frequencies is given by (1.28). 
If w 4 S (case (a)), then it follows from the representation of E, = R=J, 
contained in Lemma 2.1, and from (2.60) that 
E”’ = E,,,: + rO := lim E,,,L + li. (2.72) 
r 1 0 
The discussion of the convergence properties in [9, Sect. 21 shows that the 
limit relation (2.72) holds uniformly in every bounded subset of 0 and that 
similar limit relations are valid for the derivatives. Hence, by setting 
- -0’ + is in (2.7) and taking the limit r JO, we obtain ,L  
-dE”‘-02E”’ = F in Q, 
(2.73) 
n x E” = 0, V.E”‘=O on dQ 
for o $ S. The three infinite sums in (2.60), which correspond to the eigen- 
values Jj and p, with 1, > w2 and p, > w2, decay exponentially as 1 .x3 1 -+ CO. 
Thus only the finite sums in (2.60), corresponding to the eigenvalues 1, and 
p, with Jj< w2 and p, <02, are capable of radiation. In particular, it 
follows from (2.60) that, for given F, we can find fields Ci and D,, 
depending on the transversal variables x’ = (x, , x,), such that 
as x3 + a uniformly in Q’ with a suitable 7 >O. A similar estimate, with 
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different amplitude vectors C, and D,, holds as x3 -+ --cG. Each of the 
terms of the first sum yields an outgoing wave of the form 
with phase velocity (1 - ;l,/w’) I” > 1. If Q’ is simply connected (n = 0), 
then the field E” in (2.58) and the fourth sum in (2.60), corresponding to 
p, =O, vanishes. In this case the principle of limiting amplitude holds for 
all frequencies w$ S. Furthermore, the limiting amplitude E” decays 
exponentially if o2 < c1 := min(l,, ,u~), so that radiation occurs only for suf- 
ficiently high frequencies. In contrast to this, every frequency Q > 0 is 
capable of radiation if Q’ is not simply connected (n > 1). In this case the 
principle of limiting amplitude is violated even for o# S, due to the 
presence of the static term I?‘. 
It is easy to see that also the fields Ey, E’;, and E’;‘, appearing in the 
estimates (2.61), (2.65), and (2.69), are solutions of the boundary value 
problem (2.73). In fact, assume that CD’= py and w2 #A, for .j= 1, 2 ,..., 
(case (c)). It follows from (2.68) that 
Set El := R,F with 
F’(x) := F(x) -5 ,;, VI W,,(x’) i‘ F(., x3). VI W&y’. (2.76) 
R’ 
Ei is given by the expansion in Lemma 2.1 (with F instead of F). Since the 
4th term of the third sum in this expansion for Ei vanishes, we can perform 
the limit z=o*+ir, rl.0 and obtain E:,,2+jO=E(0, because V’ Wqk is 
orthogonal to all terms in (2.60) so that E” := E’“[F’] = E’“[F]. Since El_ is 
a solution of (2.7) with the right-hand side F’, we get, by taking the limit 
T JO, -dE” - m2Em = F, and hence, by (2.75) and (2.76) 
Thus E;” is a solution of (2.73). The same argument applies to Et; and E;“. 
In contrast to E”, the fields E;;‘, E;, and E’;’ may be unbounded as 
IXjl + co. 
Since the fields A’,..., A” do not depend on x3 and satisfy (2.41), it 
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follows from (2.59) that the static term J? is a solution of the boundary 
value problem 
A,!?‘=0 in Q, 
nxlP=Q, v+?=o 0n asz. 
Recall that ,5? = 0 if Q’ is simply connected. 
Our analysis implies that the fields 
(l/&) vyk (j= 1, 2 ,...; k= l,..., q), 
(llJ&)v’ wjk (,j = 2, 3 ,...; k = l,..., n,), 
Ak (k = l,..., n) 
(2.78) 
form a complete orthonormal system in the Hilbert space L,(G) x L,(Q). 
In fact, let P be the orthogonal projection of &(R’) x &(a’) onto the 
closed linear subspace spanned by the system (2.78). Consider a field 
BE Cz(Q’) x C?(P). It follows as in [9, Sect. 21 that the Fourier series of 
B and all term-by-term derivatives converge uniformly in a’, so that PB, 
and hence C := B- PB, belongs to P(D’) x C”(d’). Furthermore, the 
boundary conditions n x C = 0 and V. C = 0 hold on aQ’. Set F(x) := 
(p(x3) C(x’) with cp E CF( - cc, cc). Note that F satisfies the 
assumptions (2.1). Since C is orthogonal to the system (2.78) we have 
(d/&)(P,F)=O for A$ S, by (2.57), and hence P,F=O for every real A, 
since {Pi} is continuous. Since I( P,F- FlI +O as ;I + cc, we get 
F=(pC=O for every ~EC;(-“o,cD), and hence C=B-PB=O. Since 
C?(P) is dense in L,(Q), we obtan PB = B for every BE L2(Q) x L,(Q’). 
Thus the system (2.78) is complete in L,(P) x L,(P). 
3. MAGNETIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
Now we turn to the investigation of the initial and boundary value 
problem (1.30). We make the following assumptions on the data: 
and 
Ho, H,, GEW@, af2kc~; 
n~AkH,=n~AkH,=n.AkG=O 
(3. 
nx(VxAkH,)=nx(VxAkH,) 
=nx(VxAkG)=O on 8.Q for k = 0, I,...; 
H,(x)=H,(x)=G(x)=O for Jxj\ >a. 
1) 
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The remarks on existence, regularity, and uniqueness in Section 2 hold also 
for problem (1.30). In particular, the solution H(x, t) of (1.30) is given by 
H(., t) = Irn cos Jltd(PfH,) + j”% (sin J5 r/J;i) d(P:H,) 
0 0 
(3.2) 
where {P:} is the spectral family of the self-adjoint extension A2 of the vec- 
tor Laplacian -A with respect to the magnetic boundary conditions 
n. H=O, nx(VxH)=O on XJ. (3.3) 
In analogy to the “electric” operator A, considered in Section 2, the 
“magnetic” operator A2 can be defined in the following way: 
S2:={H~C2(~):n.H=0 and nx(VxH)=O on a&?; 
H, aiH, a,d,H=O(rp2) for i, k= 1,2, 3 
as r= 1x1+ co}, 
V* := (HE H, (52) :There exists a sequence { Hk} in S2 
suchthat IIH-HJ,+O}, 
D(A2):={H~V2:AHeL2(S2) and (AH,Q)=(H,AQ) 
for every Q E V’}, 
A2H:=-AH if HED(A~). 
In addition, we shall consider, in analogy to the Dirichlet operator A’ 
introduced in (2.9) the self-adjoint extension A3 of the scalar Laplacian 
-A with respect to the Neumann condition XJpn = 0: 
S3 := { UE c2(G): au/an =0 on af2; u, aiu, a,a,u= O(rp2) 
as r=IxI -‘co}, 
V3 := { U E H,(Q): There exists a sequence ( U,} in S3 
such that II U- U,ll, -O}, 
D(A3):={U~V3:AU~L2(12) and (AU, W)=(U,AW) 
for every WE S3 }, 
A3U:=-AU if UED(A~). 
The following lemma shows that the investigation of the operator A2 can 
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be reduced to the operators A and A3, which have already been discussed 
in Section 2 and [9, Sect. 51, respectively. 
LEMMA 3.1. Set 
JL := (J2, -J,, 0) (3.4) 
for J = (5, , J,, J3) E L,(Q). Then the following implications hold: 
(a) I~HES~, then H’ES and H,ES~. 
(b) I~HEV~, then H’EV and H3~ V3. 
(c) I~HED(A’), then HIED and H,ED(A’). 
Furthermore, we have 
A2H= -[A(HL)IL+e3A3H3 ,for HEI)( (3.5) 
Verijkation of (a). Assume that HESS and set E := H’ = (H2, -H,, 0). 
Since n. H = 0 and n3 = 0 on &?, we obtain 
n,H, +n,H,=O on aQ, (3.6) 
and hence n x E= (n,, n2, 0) x (H,, -H,, O)=(O, 0, -n,H,-n,H,)=O. 
Furthermore, we have V. E = 8, H, - a, H, = e3. (V x H) = 0 on an, since 
n x (V x H) = 0 and e3 is tangential on 8Q. This implies E = H’ ES. In 
order to show that (a/&z) H, = 0 on an, note that 
e3. [n x (V x H)] 
=nl(d3Hl -a,H3)-nd&H3--3H2) 
=a,(n,H,+n,H,)-(n,d,H,+n,8,H,)=O on dQ, 
since n, and n2 do not depend on x3. By using (3.6) and n3 = 0, we obtain 
(~/~n)H~=n,~,H~+n~~~H~=~~(n,H,+n~H2)=0 on an, 
and hence H,ES~. 
Verification of (b). Since HE V2, there exists a sequence {Hk} in S2 
such that )I H - H, I/, + 0, and hence 
II H’ - H: II, + 0 and II H, - H,, II, + 0. (3.7) 
Note that H: E S and H,, E S3 by (a). Thus (3.7) yields HL E V and 
H, E V3. 
Verzjkation of (c). Assume that HE D(A*). Obviously, we have 
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A(HI)EL,(SZ) and AH, E&(Q). Furthermore, (b) implies H’ EV and 
H, E V3. Consider an arbitrary P E S. We show that 
PL E s2. (3.8) 
Set Q:= PL = (P2, -P,, 0). Since n x P = 0, we have 
n.Q=n,Q,+n,Q,=n,P,-n,P,=e,.(nxP)=O on X2. (3.9) 
Furthermore, the boundary condition n x P = 0 implies P, = 0 on &I. This, 
together with V. P = 0 on a!2, yields 
a,Q,-a,Q,= -a,P,-a,P,=a,P,=o on aS2. (3.10) 
Since Q3 = 0 in Sz, we conclude from (3.10) and (3.9) that 
nx(VxQ)=(n,,n,,O)x(-a,Q,,a,Q,,O) 
= (O,O> n,a,Q, +fl233Q2) 
=(O,O,a,(n,Q,+n2Q*))=O on a52, 
so that Q satisfies also the second boundary condition required in the 
definition of S,. This completes the verification of (3.8). Since HE D(A’), it 
follows from (3.8) that 
(AH’, P)=(dH,, PI)-(AH,, P2)= -(AH, P’) 
=-(H,dP’)=(H’,dP) 
for every P E S, so that HL E D(A). 
Now consider an arbitrary WE S3 and set Q := (0, 0, W). Since n3 = 0 
and aW/&=O on X2, we have n.Q=O and 
nx(vxQ)=(n,,n,,o)x(a,w, -a, w,o)=(o,o, +,a1 w-n,a,w)=o 
on X2. This implies Q E S2, and hence 
(AH,, W) = (AH, Q, = (H, AQ) = (H3, A W) 
for every WE S3, since HE D(A2). Thus we obtain also H, E D(A ‘). By the 
definitions of A and A3, we have 
A(H’)= -AH’= -(AH,, -AH,, 0) 
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and A3H3 = -AH,, and hence 
-[A(H’)]‘+e3A3H,= -(AH,, AH,,O)-e,AH,= -AH=A2H, 
so that (3.5) holds. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1. 
Lemma 3.1 has the following counterpart: 
LEMMA 3.2. Let A’ be the scalar Dirichlet operator, introduced in (2.9). 
Then the following implications hold: 
(a’) I~EES, then E’ES’ and E,=O on &2. 
(b’) If EE V, then El E V2 and E, E fit(G). 
(c’) If EE D(A), then El E D(A2) and E, E D(A’). 
Furthermore, we have 
AE= - [A2(E1)]’ +e,A’E, for EE D(A). (3.11) 
Verification of (a’). We have already shown that E E S implies E’ E S2 
(cf. (3.8)). The boundary condition E, = 0 on XJ follows immediately from 
n x E=O. Note that E3efi1(SZ), since E3~ C’(n) n H’(a) and E, =0 on 
lx?. 
Verzjkation of (b’). (b’) follows by the argument used in the verification 
of (b) and the remark that 8,(Q) is complete. 
Verzjkation of (c’). Assume that E E D(A) and consider an arbitrary 
Q E S2. By (a), we have Qi E S, and hence 
(AE’, Q) = - (AE, Ql) = (-E, AQ’) = (El, AQ), 
so that E’ E D(A2). Furthermore, since AE, E L2(a) and E, E k,(0) by b’), 
we have E, E D(A’). 
Let Ri and { PJ,} be the resolvent and the spectral family of the operator 
A’ (j= 1,2,3). Assume that GEL,(Q) and ZE C - [0, co). In order to 
compute RZG, we have to solve the equation 
Since 
A2H-zH= G. (3.12) 
G= -(CL)’ +e,G,, (3.13) 
we conclude from (3.5) that (3.12) is equivalent to 
-[(A-z)H’]‘+e3(A3-z)Hj=-(G’)‘+e,G,. (3.14) 
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Comparision of the longitudinal components implies (A3 - z) H, = G,, and 
hence 
H,=(A3-z)-‘G3=R;G3. (3.15) 
By (3.14), the transversal component 
H,:=H,e,+H,e,=H-H,e, (3.16) 
of H satisfies the equation 
[(A -z) H,I]’ = (G’)‘, (3.17) 
since HL = H,I. Since also the field (A -z) Ht = ( -A - z) H,I is transver- 
sal, (3.17) is equivalent to (A -2) Hk = GI, so that H,I = Rz(GL). Since H, 
is transversal, this implies, by (3.13), 
(R;G’)’ = (H,I)’ = -Ho. (3.18) 
Combining (3.15), (3.16), and (3.18), we conclude that the solution of 
(3.12) is given by 
H= H,+e,H,= -(R;G’)’ +e3R,3G3. 
Thus we obtain the following representation for the resolvent Rz of the 
magnetic operator A2 : 
R;2G= -(R,G’)‘+e,RiG, for GEL,(Q) and ZE@-[CO, co). 
(3.19) 
In particular, the results of Section 2 and [9, Sect. 53 can be applied to the 
investigation of Ri. Note that (R=G’)’ ED(A’) by Lemma 3.2. By (3.19), 
we have also e3 RZG, E D(A’). 
Now we assume that G satisfies (3.1). In particular, AkG satisfies the 
magnetic boundary conditions (3.3) for k=O, l,.... The argument, used in 
the verification of Lemma 3.1(a), shows that 
nx(AkGL)=O, V.(AkG’)=O, ;(AkG3)=0 on aQ (3.20) 
-lo9 l?, ,L,7 
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for k = 0, l,.... Thus G’ and f := G3 satisfy the assumptions (2.1) and 
[9, (5.2)], respectively, so that the expansions for R,G’ and RZG,, derived 
in Section 2 and in [9, Sects. 2 and 51, can be applied. In particular, we 
have 
.J3 n 
(RAGE) =i ,I 2 w,,(x’) J ‘:, (eip,(=)lx3~51/pj(z)) 
/=l k=l 
X G3C.y 0 W‘i/c dy’ dt, I (3.21) 
where pi(z) is given by (2.29). Note that G’.V’V,,= -G’V’V,,, 
GL.V’Wjk=G.V’W,, and G’.A,= -G.A:. Hence (3.19) (3.21) and 
Lemma 2.1 imply the following representation for HZ:= RSG: 
Hz(x) 
,=2k=I 
?r,, G(., 5). VW,, dy’] dt 
(3.22) 
with 
Bk:= (Ak)l = (Al;, -Al;). (3.23) 
The fields Bk (k = l,..., n) are solutions of the boundary value problem 
cY,B,+&B,=O, a,B,-a,B,=O in O’, 
n,B,+n,B,=O on aQ’, 
(3.24) 
since the fields Ak satisfy (2.41). The boundary value problems (2.41) and 
(3.24) are equivalent in the following sense: If A is a solution of (2.41), then 
B := A 1 is a solution of (3.24). Conversely, if B is a solution of (3.24), then 
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A := B’ is a solution of (2.41). In particular, the analysis in Section 2 
(cf. (2.42) ff) pl im ies that the fields Bl,..., B” form an orthonormal basis of 
the linear space of the solutions of (3.24). 
It follows from (3.22) by the argument, leading to (2.57), that 
0 $ (CG)(x) 
=k 1 fJ Wjk(X’) e3 i-:, (COS(fi lx3 - 5 I l/J-) 
p, c i. k = I 
X 
[i’ 
G(., 5). e3 Wjk dy’ d4 
R’ 1 
X G(., c). V’ V, dy’ 1 d5 
X G(., 4). VW, dy’ dt 1 
+ & i Bk(x’) s ’ (co& I x3 - t 1 ,/$I 
k=l 0 
X G(., 5). Bkdy’ d5 
1 
for J-$S,, S, = {A,, A2 ,..., } u {pl, p2 ,... }. (3.25) 
Note that the first sum gives a contribution also for pi = 0 < A < pLz, so that 
a(A*) = [0, co) for every choice of n, including the simply connected case 
n = 0. The spectrum of A2 is purely continuous. By inserting (3.25) into 
(3.2), we obtain as in [9, Sects. 3-51: 
THEOREM 3.3. Assume that (3.1) holds and that the cross section 52’ of 
the cylinder Q = Q’ x ( - co, 00) is (n + 1)-times connected. Then the solution 
H(x, t) of the initial and boundary value problem (1.30) has the following 
asymptotic behavior: 
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(a) If co* does not coincide with an eigenualue of ( 1.16) or ( 1.17 ), then 
H(x, t)=H”(x)e tiu’+Hyx)+o(l) as t + xI (3.26) 
utliformiy in every bounded subset M of W with 
Ho(x) :=& 
(3.27) 
( IIQ’ 11 := area of Q’) and 
X G(., 4) -e, W,kdy’ di’ 1 
X G(., &V’W,,dy’ d5 
1 
n 
+ & c Bk(x’) j ” ei+- Cl [ jD, G(., 4). Bk dy ‘1 dt 
k=l <I 
X W., 5). e3 W,, W 
I 
4 
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where A,, pl, vjk) and wjk have the same meaning as in Lemma 2.1 and 
B’,..., B” is an orthonormal system of solutions of (3.24). 
(b) If o2 = A,, and o2 # pj for j= 1, 2,..., then 
H(x, t)=fiHi(x, t)+e~“‘H;O(x)+ZP(x)+o(l) as t 3 cc (3.29) 
uniformly in every bounded subset of G with 
HL(x, t) := 
1 + i 
2w2Jie 
-icot m 
f V’ Vp,(xf, 1 G(y) .V’ V,,b’) 4 (3.30) 
k= 1 R 
and 
H;” := H” + G;, (3.31 ) 
where Gb is defined by 
G;(x)= -& 2 v’v,,k(.u?j-u -r,:l~~~,G(.,r)-plv,,dy’]d,i. 
k=l -cl 
(3.32) 
(c) If o2 =,u~ (q> 1) and CO* #Ai for j= 1, 2,..., then 
H(x, t) = fi Hi(x, t) + e-‘“‘H?(x) + p(x) + o( 1) as t -+ cc (3.33) 
uniformly in every bounded subset of 0 with 
1 + i 
Hi(x, t) :=---e 
2JL 
Wqk(x’)e3 G(Yb,W,k(Y’)dY 
s R 
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and 
where G: is defined by 
H’; := H”+G$ (3.35) 
1 
2w2 ? v’wqk(x’)j” tX,-ell~~,G(.,i).v’w,,d~‘l,li. 
k=l -(I 
(3.36) 
(d) Zfw2=&=p y, then 
H(x, t) = J’T [H,& t) + H;(x, t)] 
+e~‘““H~(x)+H”(x)+o(l) as t+cc (3.37) 
uniformly in every bounded subset of a with 
H;“:=H”‘+G;+G,:. (3.38) 
As in the case of the electric problem (1.29), the set S of resonance frequen- 
cies is given by (1.28). The standing waves H,#x, t) and Hz(x, t), appearing 
in the resonance terms of the asymptotic estimates (3.29), (3.33), and 
(3.37), are time-harmonic solutions of the homogeneous boundary value 
problem 
c?fH-AH=0 in !I2 x (0, cc ), 
n. H=O, nx(VxH)=O on %2 
(3.39) 
with frequencies o = fi and w = A, respectively. It follows as in Sec- 
tion 2 that the fields H” and HY (j= 1,2, 3), appearing in the time-har- 
monic terms in the estimates above, are solutions of the boundary value 
problems 
Note that 
-AH’“-w2H”=G in a, 
n.H”=O, nx(VxwJ)=O on as2. 
(3.40) 
H’” = H,,,z + i0 := lim H,,z + ir (3.41) 
710 
with Hz := R,G if w is not a resonance frequency. On the other hand, the 
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principle of limiting absorption does not hold if o E S. H’” satisfies 
an estimate of the form (2.74) as x3 -+ w if w $ S. The static part H(’ is a 
bounded solution of the boundary value problem 
AHo=0 in Q, 
n.fP=o, nx(VxHO)=O on XI. 
(3.42) 
4. ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES 
Now we apply the results of the preceding sections to the initial and 
boundary value problem (1.1) for Maxwell’s equations in the cylinder 
Q=Q’x (-co, co). For the sake of simplicity, we assume that 
Eo, Ho, JE C?(Q) and a52fd-7 (4.1) 
In particular, we can choose an a>0 such that 
E,(x) = H,(x) = J(x) = 0 for (x3 1 > a. (4.2) 
Suppose that E and H belong to C=(Dx [0, co)) and satisfy (1.1). The 
second equation in ( 1.1) implies 
V.E(x, I)=V.E~(X)+;VJ(X)(~““‘- l), (4.3 1 
and hence 
dE=V(V. E)-Vx (vx E) 
Thus E is a solution of the initial and boundary value problem 
a2,LAE7F’e--‘“‘+F2 I in Q x (0, cc ), 
nxE=O, V.E=O on ai2, (4.4) 
E(x, 0) = E,(x), a,@, 0) = E,(x) 
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with 
F’ := ia-&V(V..J), 
F2 :=V[V(+o)], 
E, :=Vx Ho-J. 
On the other hand, let EE CK’(B x [0, co)) be a solution of (4.4) and define 
H, according to the first Maxwell equation in (1.1 ), by 
H(x, t) := H,(x) - j; V x E(x, 5) dz. (4.6) 
It can be shown as in [5, Sect. 21, by using the uniqueness theory for the 
scalar wave equation, that (E, H) is a solution of (1.1). In a similar way, 
problem (1.1) can be reduced to a second order problem for H, by 
eliminating the electric field E. Since V. H = V. H, by ( 1.1 ), we obtain 
AH=V(V.H)-Vx(VxH) 
= V(V. H,) - d,(V x E) - (V x J) e ‘O” 
=d:H-(VxJ)ep”“‘+V(V.H,), 
so that H is a solution of the initial and boundary value problem 
@H-AH=G’e ““‘+ G2 in D x (0, co), 
nx(Vx H)=O, n.H=O on aR, (4.7) 
H(x, 0) = H,(x), a,H(x, 0) = H,(x) 
with 
G’ :=Vx J, G2 := -V(V. H,), H, := -Vx E,. (4.8) 
The second boundary condition follows from 
&(n.H)= -n.(VxE)= -V,.(nxE)=O 
and (4.1), where V, . c denotes the surface divergence of the tangential field 
c. On the other hand, if HECK is a solution of (4.7) and E is defined 
by 
E(x, t) := E,(x) + ji [V x H(x, T) - J(x) e-““‘1 dt, (4.9) 
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according to the second Maxwell equation in (1.1) then (E, H) is a 
solution of (1.1 ), as the argument in [S, Sect. 21 shows. The discussion of 
the asymptotic behavior of the electric field E(x, t) as t + co will be based 
on the theory of the initial and boundary value problem (4.4), developed in 
Section 2, while we shall use the reduction of (1.1) to problem (4.7) for the 
investigation of the asymptotics of H(x, t) as t + co. 
The solution E of (4.4) is given by 
E=E’+E’, (4.10) 
where E’ and E* are the solutions of the initial and boundary value 
problems 
dfE’ - AE’ = F’epi”” in Q x (0, co), 
nxE’=O, V.E’=O on K?, 
E’(x, 0) = E,(x), d,E’(x, 0) = E,(x) 
(4.11) 
and 
a*E* - AE2 = F* I in Q x (0, CD)), 
n x E2 = 0, V. E2=0 on ai2, (4.12) 
E*(x, 0) = 0, a, E’(x, 0) = 0. 
In a similar way, the solution H of (4.7) can be decomposed into 
H = H’ + HZ, (4.13) 
where H’ and H2 are the solutions of the initial and boundary value 
problems 
@H’ -AH’ = Gle KAJ’ in R x (0, cc), 
nx(VxH’)=O, n.H’=O on &2, (4.14) 
ff’b, 0) = H,(x), d, H’(x, 0) = H,(x) 
and 
a;H2-AH2=G2 in Q x (0, oo), 
nx(VxH*)=O, n.H2=0 on an, (4.15) 
H*(x, 0) = 0, 8, H*(x, 0) = 0. 
The asymptotics of the solutions E’ and HI of (4.11) and (4.14) can be 
deduced from Sections 2 and 3. To discuss the behavior of E’(x, t) as 
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t + co, we consider the solution u(x, t) of the initial and boundary value 
problem 
@u-Au=f in 52x(0, co), 
u=O on an, (4.16) 
u(x, 0) = 0, a+(x, 0) = 0 
with 
f:=V.(&E,). 
Since F2 =Vf by (4.5) the solution of (4.12) is given by 
E2 = Vu. 
By the functional calculus for self-adjoint operators, we have 
u(., t)=J’ ((1 -cos&r)/i)d(Pjf), 
i I 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
where P), is the spectral family of the self-adjoint extension A’ of the scalar 
Laplacian -A with respect to the Dirichlet boundary condition u = 0 on 
X? (cf. (2.9)). The argument, used at the end of the proof of Theorem 4.1 in 
[9], shows that 
j’ (COS&)d(Pj.f)+O as t-+co, 
i I 
(4.20) 
and hence 
u(x, t) = z+)(x) + o( 1) as t+a3, (4.21) 
both estimates holding uniformly in every bounded subset of Q, where 
(Ri := resolvent of A’) is the uniquely determined L,-solution of the boun- 
dary value problem 
-Au,=f in R, 
ug = 0 on asz. 
(4.23) 
A slight variaton of the argument in the proof of [9, Lemma 3.11 yields the 
following extension of [9, Lemma 3.21: 
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LEMMA 4.1. Assume that f E C,“(Q). Consider a bounded subset M ?f 0 
and an integer q 3 0. Let m be the smallest integer with 2m 2 q + n/2. Then 
there exists a y > 0 such that 
I [I DP ‘q(A)d(P,f.) I I (x) GY II(P\j-Pz)d’YfI/ SUP I cp(~“)l a 2 s i. G p 
for every x E M, every interval [a, fi] with - 00 6 c( < p 6 m, every bounded 
cp E C[cc, /I] and every multi-index p = (p, ,..., p,) with 1 p I = p, + . . . + pn < q. 
By using Lemma 4.1 and integrating by parts, it follows as at the end of 
the proof of [9, Theorem 4.11 that the estimates (4.20) and (4.21) can be 
extended to arbitrary derivatives with respect to the space variables. In par- 
ticular, (4.18 ) implies 
E2(x, t) = E;(x) + o( 1) as t-+x 
uniformly in every bounded subset of 0 with 
(4.24) 
E:, := Vu,. (4.25) 
Furthermore, the estimates in [9, Sect. 21 (cf. formula (2.31) in [9] with 
0 = 0 and m = 1) show that u0 and Ei decay exponentially as 1 .x3 I -+ cc. In 
particular, there exists a y >O such that 
- 
I E;(x)1 < ye ’ /Ax3 (4.26) 
for every XE~. By (4.17), (4.23) (4.25) and (4.26), the limit field Ei is a 
solution of the boundary value problem 
Vx E:,=O, V.Ei= -f:=V.(E,-i.J) in Q, 
nxEi=O on &?, (4.27) 
Ei=O(r ‘) as r = 1x( + a. 
We show that Ei is uniquely determined by (4.27). In fact, assume that 
(4.27) holds with f = 0. Consider a fixed x0 E Q. Since V x Ei = 0 in 52 and 
n x Ef, = 0 on aQ, the integral 
’ E;.tds (XEQ) 
v, 
is independent of the path of integration, connecting x0 and x within Q. 
Thus we can find a potential u with Ei =Vu in Q and u = 0(x; ‘) as 
xj -+ co. Since n x Ei = 0 on aR, u is constant on each connected com- 
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ponent of &2. This implies u = 0 on %2 and u = 0( 1 x3 1~ ‘) as x3 + - a. 
Note that Au = V. Ei = 0 in Q. Thus the maximum principle of potential 
theory yields u =0 in Q, and hence Ei = 0 in Q. This shows that the 
solution E*(x, t) of (4.12) converges to the uniquely determined solution of 
the boundary value problem (4.27) uniformly in every bounded subset of 
6. 
Now we turn to the discussion of the behavior of the solution H2(x, t) of 
(4.15) as t -+ cc. Consider the solution u(x, t) of the initial and boundary 
value problem 
afv-Au=g in Qx(0, cc), 
g=O on an, 
v(x, 0) = 0, d,o(x, 0) = 0 
with 
g:=-V.H 0 (4.29) 
(4.28) 
Since G2 =Vg by (4.8), the solution of (4.15) is given by 
HZ = Vu. 
In analogy to (4.19), we have 
(4.30) 
c(., +I,: ((1 -cos~t)/~)d(P)g). (4.31) 
where Pi is the spectral family of the self-adjoint extension A3 of the scalar 
Laplacian -A with respect to the Neumann boundary condition 
(a/&) u=O on a52 (see Sect. 3). The argument in [9, Sect. 51 (cf., in par- 
ticular, formulas (5.26) and (5.27) in [9]) shows that 
t v(x, t) =- s 2llQ’lI Q gdy+u,(x)+o(l) as t+cc (4.21) 
uniformly in every bounded subset of Q with 
U”(X) := -1 2jl ?(x’>~)lx,-51 8 u 
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and 
k!‘(x) := f W,k(X’) j<,, A., $1 Wjk 4’. 
k=l 
(4.34) 
Since H, E C,“(Q), we have 
j gdy= -j V.H,dy=O (4.35) 
R s2 
by (4.29) and the integral theorem of Gauss. Thus (4.32) can be simplified 
to 
t’(x, t) = U”(X) + o( 1) as t+x. (4.36) 
It follows as above (cf. Lemma 4.1 and an’ analogous statement for 
Neumann’s condition) that similar estimates hold for the derivatives with 
respect to the space variables. In particular, we obtain in analogy to (4.24) 
H2(x,t)=H~(x)+o(l) as t-+x (4.37) 
uniformly in every bounded subset of 0 with 
H;: := Vu,. (4.38) 
By differentiating (4.33) term by term and expanding g(., xj) with respect 
to the eigenfunctions of (1.17), we obtain 
-Av,=g in 52, 
a 
(4.39) 
n 
UC, = 0 on asz. 
Note that 
(4.40) 
by (4.34) since n, = 1 and W,, = )IO’II ‘12. Hence the first term in (4.33) is 
given by 
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Now assume that xg > a. Since H, E C,“(Q) and H,(y) = 0 for 1 y, / = u, we 
conclude from (4.41), (4.35) and (4.29) by integrating by parts, that 
for x1 > a. A similar calculation yields 
1 
d(x)= -2,1Q,/, I /WY for xj< --a. 
Thus the first term in (4.33) is constant for x3 > a and for ,x1 < -a. This 
implies by (4.38) 
for (.xX ( > a. (4.42) 
It follows from (4.42) by the estimates in [9, Sect. 21 and their analoga for 
Neumann’s condition that we can find a y > 0 such that 
I H;(x)l Gye v’h\ (4.43) 
for every XE~. By (4.29) (4.38), (4.39) and (4.43) the limit field Hi is a 
solution of the boundary value problem 
Vx H;=O, V.H:= -g:=V.H, in 52, 
n. Hi=0 on X& (4.44) 
Hi=O(r ‘) as r=(xl+co. 
We show that H,$ is uniquely determined by (4.44). Assume that (4.44) 
holds with g = 0. Let Co,..., C,, denote the connected components of X”, 
introduced after (2.41). Set 
C,(z):= {x=x’+ze,:x’EC,}. (4.45) 
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Since V x Hi = 0 in Q, we conclude from the integral theorem of Stokes 
that the integrals 
s H:,.tds C,(r) 
do not depend on z. By letting r -+ 00, we obtain 
s H;.tds=O (4.46) C,(T) 
for every real r and j= 0, l,..., n. Since every closed path in Q is l- 
homologous to a finite (integral) linear combination of the curves C,(O),..., 
C,(O), it follows that the integral 
with fixed X~E Q, is independent of the path of integration. Thus we can 
find a potential v with Hi =Vv in Q and v = 0(x, ‘) as x3 4 co. Since 
Hi = O(r-2) as r -+ co, we have v = 0( 1) as x, 4 - co. Note that dv = 0 in 
R and (a/&r) v = 0 on 852. Hence the estimates u= 0( 1) and Vu = O(r 2, as 
r -+ CE imply by Green’s formula 
jQ IVvl’dy=l V.(vVv)dy=O, 
R 
SO that H; =Vv = 0 in R. Thus the solution H’(x, t) of (4.15) converges to 
the uniquely determined solution of the boundary value problem (4.44) as 
t -+ cc uniformly in every bounded subset of 0. 
Now we apply Theorems 2.2 and 3.3 to the discussion of the solutions 
E’(x, t) and H’(x, t) of problems (4.11) and (4.14). First, we consider the 
case that u2 does not coincide with an eigenvalue of (1.16) or (1.17). The 
asymptotic behavior of E’(x, t) is given by formulas (2.58)-(2.60) with 
F= F’, where F’ and E, are defined by (4.5). Recall that the fields A’,..., A” 
do not depend on x3 and are solutions of (2.41), so that V. Ak = 0 and 
VxAk=Vx(AI;, Al;, O)=(a,A’;-cY,A/;) e,=O. Hence (4.5) implies 
> 
.Akdy 
= 
j[ 
R $V(V-J)+Vx H, 1 .A”dy 
= -&‘.J)V~Ak+H,,.(VxAk)]dy=O; 
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since J and H, have compact support in Q. Thus the static term E” in 
(2.58) gives no contribution. 
The asymptotics of H’(x, t) are described by formulas (3.26))(3.28) with 
G = G’, where G’ and H, are given by (4.8). It follows from (4.8) that 
&G1+H,)dy=jQe3.[Vx(sJ-E,,)]dy=O, 
since J and E, have compact support in CL Furthermore, since V x Bk = 0, 
we have by (4.8) 
j( iG’+H, .Bkdy R KfJ ) 
= j*[Vx(;J-Eo)].Bkdy 
= j~2(;J-C,)~~VxBk)dy=0, 
so that also the static term p in (3.26) vanishes. Thus (2.58) and (3.26) 
imply 
(E’(x, z), H’(x, t)) = (E’“(x), H’“(x)) e I”” + o( 1 ) as t+cc 
for o’# {A,, &,...,I u {P,, h,...,} (4.47) 
uniformly in every bounded subset of 0, where E’” and H’” are defined by 
(2.60) and (3.28) with F= F’ and G = G’, respectively. 
Now we study the case W* = AP, o2 # p, (j= 1, 2,...,). The asymptotics of 
E’(x, t) are given by (2.61))(2.64) with F= F’. Recall that l?‘=O. By 
inserting (4.5) into (2.62) we obtain 
1 + i Efs(x, t)=-e ~ ;(,,, m 
26 
f [ v~k(x’)e,~~~(iwJi-~o?,V’J) vpkdY 
k=l 
+$v’v,,(x’) jc2 (iWJ-;V(V.J)).V’v,dy] 
Since J has compact support in SL and V,,k does not depend on the 
longitudinal variable y,, we have 
jr2 v,.d,v-Y=jQ, [j “ &vY’, 8 dt v,k(Y’) dY’=o <I I 
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and 
1 V(V.J)~V’Vpkdy=-j (V.J)A’V,,dy 
R R 
=ipjQ V,,,V.Jdy= -co* i 
J . V’ Vpk dy, 
n 
and hence 
qx, t) = y fi e -i’o’ z V,,,(x’) e3 i‘ J(y) e3 I’,,,( y’) dy. (4.48) 
k=l R 
The asymptotic behavior of H’(x, t) is described by (3.29)-(3.32) with 
G= G’. Recall that @=O. By inserting (4.8) into (3.30), we obtain 
qx, t) = 
l+i Piw,m 
202&z e 
-f V’V,,(x’)/ (Vx J)?V,,dy 
k=l n 
We have 
s (VxJ)?V,,dy R 
= [(a2J3-a3J2)a2Vpk-(a3J,-dIJ3)a,v,k1dy. 
s a 
Since J has compact support and Vpk does not depend on J’,, the terms 
containing the derivative 8, vanish, so that 
j” 
R 
(Vx J)T’Vpkdy=~ V’J,W5,,dy 
R 
= -j. J3A’Vpkdy 
n 
= A, s, J3 VP, dy = co* J, Vpk dy, 
and hence 
f(f,(X, t)) = ((1 + i)/2&$ epio 9 v’vpk(x’) i, J(y) ‘6’3 V,,(y’) dy. 
k=l 
(4.49) 
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By using (1.21), formulas (4.48) and (4.49) can be combined to 
with 
(4.50) 
(4.51) 
in agreement with (1.18) and (1.27). Thus we obtain 
(E’, H’)(x, t) = q&/n J; 2 C;k(E;k, H;/J(x, t) 
k=l 
+ep”“‘(E~, Hy)(x)+o(l) as t-cc 
for w2=A,, and w2#pLi (j=1,2,...) (4.52) 
uniformly in every bounded subset of a, where E;” is defined by (2.60) 
(2.63), and (2.64) with F= F’ and Hy is given by (3.28), (3.31), and (3.32) 
with G = G’. The estimate (4.52) shows that the resonance properties of 
(E’, HI), and hence of (E, H), at the frequency o = & are closely related 
to the standing waves (EL,, HA,), introduced in (1.21). 
Now we investigate the case w2 = pLy, o2 #Ai (j= 1, 2,...). The 
asymptotics of E’(x, t) are given by (2.65)-(2.68) with F= F’. By inserting 
(4.5) into (2.66) we obtain 
E;(x,r)=((l +i)/2&&& I”’ 2 vLW,,(x’) 
k=l 
X iOA-Av(v.J) .v’W,,dy. 1 
Note that 
j v(v.J)?W,,dy= - I (v.J)v.(v’W,,)dy=O, 
R R 
sinceV.(VLW,,)=V’.(V’W,,)=(~,~,-~,~,) W,,=O. Thus we have 
E:(x, t)= ((i- 1)/20&) em~‘l”’ jJ vi W,,(x’) 
k=l 
x R J(Y).v’w,k(Y’)dY. I 
(4.53) 
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The asymptotic behavior of H’(x, t) is given by (3.33)-(3.36) with 
G = G’. By inserting (4.8) into (3.34), we obtain 
+--$V’W,&(*‘) j” (Vx J)T’W,,dy 
n 1 
Since 
s (V x J). e3 W,dy R 
= 1 W&A J, - &J,) dy R 
and 
s (Vx J)-V’W,,dy R 
= w2J3 - a3J2) aI wqk i- (a3Jj -al.&) a2 wykl dY 
= 1 bwd, wqk-v3~a2wqkidY R 
= s J,(a,a,-a,a,) wq,dy=o, D 
we have 
H:(x, t) = (( 1 + i)/2J;;;;) e bur 2 
k=l 
w,,(x’) e3 s,, J(y) .V’ w,,(J”) dy. 
(4.54) 
By using (1.22), formulas (4.53) and (4.54) can be combined to 
with 
c2 =- 
qk ; JI, JbF”W&‘) &, 
(4.55) 
(4.56) 
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in agreement with (1.19) and (1.27). Thus we obtain 
(E’, H’)(X, t) = !+ & fi 2 c;k(E$, H;k)(~, t) 
k=l 
+e-“(Ey, Hy)(x)+o(l) as t-+oO (4.57) 
for W* = pLy and o* # Ai (,j = 1, 2,...) 
uniformly in every bounded subset of D, where E’; is defined by (2.60) 
(2.67) and (2.68) with F= F’ and H; is given by (3.28) (3.35) and (3.36) 
with G = G’. By (4.57) the resonance behavior of (E’, H’), and hence of 
(E, H), at the frequency o = J& is closely related to the standing wave 
(E$, Hz,), introduced in (1.22). The case W* = A,, = py can be treated in the 
same way, by using formulas (2.69) (2.70) and (3.37) (3.38). 
Recall that (E, H) = (El, H’) + (E*, H*). By combining the estimates 
(4.24), (4.37), (4.47), (4.52) and (4.57) we obtain: 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume that (4.1) and (4.2) are satisfied. Then the 
asymptotic behavior of the solution (E, H) of the initial and boundary value 
problem ( 1.1) in the cylinder Q = Q’ x ( - co, co) with w > 0 can be described 
as follows: 
(a) If w* does not coincide with an eigenvafue of (1.16) or (1.17) then 
(E, H)(x, t) = e ““(Etr’, H”)(X) + (Ei, Hi)(x) + o( 1) as t + a. (4.58) 
(b) !f W’ = i.,, and 0’ # p, for j = 1, 2 ,..., then 
(E, H)(x, t) = f$ ,/;;;;;; ,:‘; 2 (.Lk(Ehk, HAk)(x, t) 
k-l 
+ e m”‘“(E’,“, H;“)(x) + (Ei, Hi)(x) + o( 1) as t + ccj, (4.59) 
where CL is given by (4.5 1). 
(c) Zf co* = py and co2 # I,, ,for j = 1, 2 ,..., then 
(E, H)(x, t) = +&fi 2 c$(E:,, H$)(x, t) 
k=l 
+ep”“‘(E;‘, H;“)(x)+(Ei, Hi)(x)+o(l) as t+c0, (4.60) 
Mahere c$ is given by (4.56). 
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(d) Zf 02=Izp=py, then 
‘;ktE;k, H$)(X, t) + e-““‘(Ey, H?)(x) 
k=l 1 + (4% H;)(x) + o( 1 as t-+c0. (4.61) 
All estimates hold uniformly in every bounded subset of 0. The fields (Ek,, 
Hh,) and (E:,, Hi,) are the standing waves, introduced in ( 1.21) and ( 1.22). 
Efj and Hi are the uniquely determined solutions of the static boundary value 
problems (4.27) and (4.44). The,fields E”‘, E;“, E;, E;” are defined by (2.60), 
(2.63), (2.64), (2.67), (2.68), and (2.70) with F := iwJ- (l/k) V(V. J). The 
,fiefd.y H”‘, H;“, Hy, Hy are defined by (3.28), (3.31) (3.32) (3.35) (3.36) 
and (3.38) with G := V x J. 
The assumptions (4.1) on the data can be relaxed. In particular, the 
argument leading to Theorem 4.2 remains valid if (2.1) holds for E0 and for 
the fields E, and Fj, introduced in (4.5), and if (3.1) holds for H, and for 
the fields H, and G’, introduced in (4.8). 
The fields (E”‘, W”) and (Ef”, H;“) (j = 1,2, 3), appearing in the time-har- 
monic terms of the estimates (4.58))(4.61) are solutions of the boundary 
value problem (1.9) as the following considerations how: Set, for A, # IA?, 
E,,(x) := vjk(X’) e3 J u Qj(X3, 5) -cl 
r*,, F(., 5). e3 l’jkdy’] d[ 
with 
and 
F:=iwJ-kV(V. J), G:=VxJ (4.63) 
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Elk and Hjk are the terms of the expansions (2.60) and (3.28), respectively, 
that contain the eigenfunction Vjk of (1.16). Since V x (V’)= 
VX (e,a,-e,iY,)=e,a,a, +e,&tJ-e,A’ and A’V,,= -J,V,k, we have 
Note that 
s (V x J)(., i”) . VI V, dy’ a’ 
= 2.j J” J3t.T 5) Vj,dY’ -$ J” Jt.2 4) .V’V,/cdY’. R’ R’ 
We insert this identity into (4.65). Integrating by parts with respect to 5 
and taking the jump of (a/ax,) Q,(x,, 5) = -(a/@) &(x3, 4) at i; =x1 into 
account, we obtain, since (a/i3x,)2 Qi(x3, 5) = (i, - o*) Q,(x,, 5) for x3 # <, 
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Furthermore, we have by (4.62) and (4.63) 
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Since 
j 
0’ 
(V.J)(., 5) Vj&‘= -s,,J(., W”v,,dy’+f jQ,J,L 5) Vj,& 
and 
j” (V.J) V,,dy’, 
R’ 
V(V.J)T’V,dy’= -j 
R’ 
(V.J)A’Vjkdy’=l.,s 
R’ 
we obtain 
l+(x) = iWlf,/JX’) e3 j u Qj(X3, 4) [IQ, J3C.9 5) Vj,+dY’] dt -0 
+ & V,dx’) e3 j u Qj(X3 3 -cl 0; [jQ, Jt.9 W’V,,&‘] 4 
-& Vjdx’) e3 j u Q,Cx,, 5) ($)2 [S,, J3(., 5) V,,dY’] & 
-0 
+ :+A V’V,(*‘)j” Q~CJ,,O[~~,J(..~)‘V’V,,~Y’]~~ 
( > / -0 
-kV’v,(x’) J u QjCx32 5) $ [S,, J,(., 5) f’,,chr] d5, -u 
and hence, by integrating by parts with respect to 5, 
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+A v,kCX') e3 C,, J3(., X3) vjkdY' 
A comparison with (4.66) yields 
vx H,(-~)+iwE~k(x)=~V’V,,(x~) j .I(., x,)4v,,dy’/ R’ 
+ vjk(x') e3 
i‘ 
J3(., x3) vjkdY'. (4.67) 
R’ 
A similar calculation shows that 
V x Ejk - ioH,, = 0. (4.68) 
The same analysis can be applied also to the remaining terms in the expan- 
sions (2.60) and (3.28). In particular, the terms Elk and Hi,+ in (2.60) and 
(3.28) respectively, associated with the eigenfunction W, of (1.17) satisfy 
the equations 
VX Hk(x)+huE&(x)=iVL W,,(x’) Ia, J(., x,).V’ W,kdy’, 
I 
V x E&(x) - iwHik(x) = 0, (4.69) 
and the field 
El(x) :=& Ak(x’) j o efcoir3 rI 
~ 0 [!’ 
R, F(., 5). Akdy’] d(, 
(4.70) 
Hi(x) := & Bk(x’) j ” e”“l”3 (I 
-0 
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with Bk :=(Ak)l, F:=ioJ- (l/iw)V(V.J), G:=VxJ (k= I,..., n) satisfies 
V x H;(x)+ ioE;(x) =Ak(x’) I,, .I(., x3). Akdy’, 
(4.71) 
v x E;(x) - iwH;(x) = 0. 
It follows from (4.67)-(4.71) by differentiating the expansions (2.60) and 
(3.28) term by term, that 
and 
VxE”-ioH’“=O (4.72) 
VxH”(x)+ioE”(x)= f 2 LV’P’,,Cx’){ 
,=Ik=l’, 
J(.,~,).V’v,~dy’ 
f2’ 
+ f f h’,,(x~)j 
,=I k=2p(/ 
J(.,x,)T%‘,,dy 
R’ 
+ i Ak(x’) j J(., x3). Akdy’ 
k=I 8’ 
+ 2 2 v,k(x’) e3 i‘ J3l.T X3) V,kdy’ =4x) 
,=I k=l A-2' 
(4.73) 
for w C$ S (cf. (1.28)). Here we use that the orthonormal systems (2.78) and 
vjk (j = 1) 2,...; k = l,..., m,) (4.74) 
are complete in L,(C) x L,(sZ’) and in L,(P), respectively. Thus (E”‘, W) 
is a solution of the boundary value problem (1.9) for w$ S. The same 
argument implies that also the field (EJ”, y!) (j = 1, 2, 3) is a solution of 
(1.9) in the respective case (b), (c), or (d) of Theorem 4.2. 
The asymptotic behavior of (E”, IP) as 1 xX 1 --, co is described by (2.74) 
and a similar formula for H”(x). Note that E’” and H’” decay exponentially 
as 1 xX 1 -+ cc if Sz’ is simply connected (n = 0) and if o2 < cx := min(i., , p2). 
If n 3 1, then every frequency o > 0 is capable of radiation. 
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